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The Israel Export & International
Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export and International cooperation
Institute Is your premier gateway for doing business
with Israeli companies. Established and funded by the
government and the private sector, IEICI’s expertise
in technology and product scouting, joint ventures
and strategic alliances with Israeli companies spans

Redefining
Innovation

more than half a century. Whatever your field is, IEICI
offers access to relevant businesses and Government
resources. IEICI will provide the information you
need to Connect, negotiate and do business all
over the world.
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Digital Media sector

The Foreign Trade Administration

Israel has more than 500 digital media companies

Israel’s Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry

whose offerings span the range of innovative

of Economy and industry is responsible for managing

solutions. They are active in retail and eCommerce,

and directing the international trade policy of the

sports tech, travel and hospitality tech, broadcasting,

State of Israel. The Foreign Trade Administration

ad tech and consumer electronics. IEICI is committed

operates over 45 economic missions in countries

to advancing the Israeli digital media industry by

all over the world. Each of the missions has a team

bringing together Israeli companies and leading

that is dedicated to fostering trade and investment

companies from around the world.

between local companies and Israeli companies.

Noa Avrahami
Manager, Digital Media Sector
T +972 3 514 2862 • M +972 54 546 2523
noa@export.gov.il
www.export.gov.il
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The Economic and commercial
Mission of Israel to France
The economic mission in the Israeli embassy in
France is responsible for identifying opportunities
in order to promote the bilateral economic relations
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between Israel and France. Its entire activities are
done with one objective: to create and facilitate

Company Participating

business opportunities between Israeli and French

Company

companies. The mission offers a large range of

BrandGuard LTD
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BreezoMeter
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services, allowing Israeli companies to penetrate the
French market, to meet buyers, agents, distributers
and other important players in the local market.

Yaron Schrotter
Head of Economic & Trade Mission, France
T +33 1 40 76 55 60
yaron.Schrotter@israeltrade.gov.il
Michaël Mannheim
Trade Officer
T +33 1 40 76 53 75
michael.mannheim@israeltrade.gov.il
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BrandGuard develops marketing platforms that
convert product-packaging into an interactive
promotional point, delivering trust, animated
product information and sales promotions directly
to customers’ mobile phone. Using various tagging
technologies, packages are scanned to deliver
eyecatching display of authentication certificates,
animated product information and related digital
campaigns - mobile-coupons, cross-sell banners and
an opportunity to register and join a loyalty program.

BreezoMeter provides location-based, real-time
air quality and pollen data to businesses, helping
engage consumers, impact daily habits and improve
health. Derived from governmental sensors, satellites,
weather, transportation dynamics and other sources.
BreezoMeter uses innovative technology in machine
learning and big data analytics to provide highly
accurate, actionable data, including AQI forecast
and pollutant concentrations, down to the city block
resolution.

• Chaim Bechor • VP Product
• M + 972 54 454 1375 • chaim.b@brandguardpro.com
• www.brandguardpro.com

• Itai Rosenzweig • Business Development Manager
• M + 972 54 760 7307
• itair@breezometer.com • www.breezometer.com

Notes

Notes
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Datorama’s marketing intelligence platform enables
marketers to centralize all of their data into one
single source of truth, to optimize their budget,
speed-to-insight and impact on growth. With
Datorama, marketers can: • Automatically connect
all their disparate marketing tools and reports in one
centralized place • Access and act on the right crosschannel KPIs, dashboards, reports and AI insights •
Optimize and report on every investment, performance
and outcome across the customer journey.

We offer a cloudbased platform that enables contact
centers to communicate and engage their leads
and customers through voice and messaging while
augmenting the agent with real-time data to help
create a personal connection.

• Laurent Nanchino • Director Commercial &
Country Manager • M + 33 67 133 8013
• laurent.nanchino@datorama.com
• www.datorama.com

• Elie Rubin • CEO
• M + 972 54 723 4520
• rubin@innitel.com
• www.deskforce.com

Notes

Notes
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Emaze is a content creation platform, where users
can create, view and share websites, photo albums
and more. We enable brands and content creators
to capitalize on the untapped potential of their fans
and followers. Automaze, our AI engine, gives users
their own custom branded websites. Emaze.me is
our centralized social media network combining
content from all feeds.

eyeSight offers the most advanced Embedded
Computer Vision and Deep Learning solutions,
bringing user awareness and gesture recognition
technologies to a variety of devices and industries. The
company’s technology improves daily life interactions
with the car, the home, and other consumer
electronics, with simplified user interactions that
are intelligent and personalized.

• David Edri • CEO
• M + 972 54 788 8882
• david@emaze.com • www.emaze.com

• Rony Greenberg • VP Business Development
• M + 1 650 714 8689
• rony.greenberg@eyesight-tech.com
• www.eyesight-tech.com

Notes

Notes
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Glassbox empowers organizations to manage and
optimize the entire digital lifecycle of their web and
mobile Customers. Leveraging unparalleled big
data, behavioural analytics, session replay, free-text
search, application monitoring and machine learning
capabilities, Glassbox enables enterprises to see not
only what online and mobile Customers are doing
but also why they are doing it.

Pzartech develops a visual recognition technology
that enables user of complex mechanical equipment
to quickly identify parts using image processing
and deep learning. We aim to enable maintenance
operator to receive info regarding the mechanical
parts they are working on using cameras from
smartphones and tablets.

• Math Frydman • Business Development
• M + 972 52 835 8548
• math@glassboxdigital.com
• www.glassboxdigital.com

• Jeremie Brabet-Adonajlo • Founder & CEO
• M + 1 617 528 0448
• jeremie@pzartech.com • www.pzartech.com

Notes

Notes
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Visual search is only as good as the tech behind it and
Syte has the deepest visual intelligence for fashion
and home decor items. Our artificial intelligence, deep
learning algorithms see the finest details of images
and brings back the most accurate and relevant
results, reflecting real-time stock and pricing.

TechSee transforms the customer support domain
with a visual customer experience powered by AI &
Augmented Reality. TechSee platform applies deep
learning computer vision algorithms which learn from
every customer interaction to automate the support
process over time. TechSee demonstrates a proven
ROI across dozens of implementations in contact
centers & field services of leading Telecommunications
& Consumer Electronics firms.

• Lihi Pinto Fryman • CMO & Co Founder
• M + 972 58 630 7748
• lihi@syte-vc.com • www.syte.ai

• Liad Churchill • VP Marketing
• M + 972 54 778 2536
• churchill@techsee.me • www.techsee.me

Notes

Notes
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White Raven exists to elevate the passenger
experience in any vehicle. We create an immersive
excursion that let’s passengers discover and
interact with the immediate world around them. Our
specialized software – that uses semantic mapping
rather than vector mapping – recognizes, identifies,
and annotates, in real time, the buildings, shops,
restaurants, etc., passengers see before them on
screens in the vehicle.
• Bat-Chen Herchkovich Ben-Simon
• VP Business Development
• M + 972 54 432 2128
• bat-chen@whiteraven.ai • www.whiteraven.ai
Notes
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This publication is for informational purposes only. While every effort has
been made to ensure that the presented information is correct, The Israel
Export & International Cooperation Institute assumes no responsibility
for damages, financial or otherwise, caused by the information herein.
© May 2018 The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute.
Production: IEICI Media and Communication Division. Design: Ayala Eylath
www.export.gov.il
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Participating Companies - www.israelatcanneslions.com:

